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Campaign observers labeled this election cycle "the year of the incumbent" for the Board of Supervisors. 
Early returns Tuesday night seemed to prove them right.  
The two incumbents who faced re-election challenges -- Dianne Jacob and Pam Slater -- took strong 
leads in early returns yesterday. 
Incumbent Supervisor Greg Cox ran unopposed in District 1. 
The competitive races came out of the 2nd and 3rd districts, featuring two popular mayors -- La Mesa's 
Art Madrid and Marian Dodson of Solana Beach -- taking on well-financed incumbents Jacob and Slater. 
In the District 2 race, Jacob outdistanced Madrid in fund raising, taking in more than $300,000, compared 
with his $50,000. 
Late Tuesday night, Madrid said that money ultimately made the difference. 
"I wasn't able to raise the money. And it's all about who can get their message out," Madrid said. "These 
are the best candidates money can buy." 
Despite Madrid's harsh attacks, Jacob said her record pulled her through. 
"The voters have sent a clear message that they support the kind of leadership that I've provided over the 
last seven years," she said. 
In District 3, Dodson was able to close an early fund-raising gap with Slater by loaning herself $150,000 
in the last month of the campaign, putting her slightly ahead of Slater's totals. Most of the money funded 
an advertising blitz on local and cable television. 
Last night, Slater said the media blitz backfired on Dodson. 
"Voters are not deceived by people putting lots of their own money in and running negative, deceptive 
campaigns," Slater said. 
Dodson defended her self-financing as a demonstration of her commitment to the race. 
"I'm the newcomer. So I felt I didn't mind investing in myself. I felt the race is that important," she said. 
Dodson said she would await a complete tally of results before offering any comment on the direction of 
the race. 
While Cox described Madrid and Dodson as "good, qualified local government representatives," he said a 
healthy economy made change a difficult sell to voters. With the regional economy rebounding from a 
decade of malaise, county coffers have emerged from a $60 million deficit in the early 1990s to a $300 
million reserve. 
Managing traffic congestion and urban growth were the central issues to this year's campaigns. 
Traffic congestion along Interstates 5, 805 and 15 is one of the hottest issues in the 3rd District. 
Slater, a former Encinitas mayor, sought her third term on the board. And like her colleagues, she 
primarily ran on the healthy nature of the county budget and took credit for infusing private sector 
principles into county government. 
Dodson, who has served as a City Council member in Solana Beach since 1986, labeled Slater's efforts 
on traffic as "too little, too late." She argued that developers must be held accountable during the planning 
stages for the transportation impact of their projects. 
Also challenging Slater was San Diego real estate agent Ken Bourke. In the 1996 election, Slater ran 
against Bourke, besting him by a 3-1 ratio. 
Managing growth into unincorporated areas dominated the race for the 2nd District, where Jacob sought 
re-election to a third term. 
In addition to Madrid, she faced challengers Florence McCarthy of Lakeside and Alpine resident John 
Hammerstrand. 
While observers expected a hotly contested race between Jacob and Madrid, the incumbent jumped out 
early, securing endorsements as far back as January 1999. 
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Madrid accused Jacob of being captive to special interests and argued he was better suited to build 
consensus on land-use issues facing the county. 
Jacob countered those claims, saying she has been a vigorous advocate of local planning groups during 
her tenure. 
 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
District 1 
79.55% of precincts 
Greg Cox 100.00% 
 
District 2 
87.95% of precincts 
Dianne Jacob 61.59% 
Art Madrid 23.52% 
Florence L. McCarthy 8.57% 
John L. Hammerstrand 6.32% 
 
District 3 
82.40% of precincts 
Pam Slater 61.86% 
Marion B. Dodson 23.43% 
Ken Bourke 14.71% 
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